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ABSTRACT 
The exciton theory of pure molecular crystals is reviewed 
with special emphasis on the comparison between the treatment by 
perturbation methods and by the approximate second quantization 
method. The difference is discussed in terms of unitary 
equivalence, ground-state energy and the Heitler-London 
approximation. A numerical comparison on the 2500 ~ band system 
of crystalline anthracene and on hypothetical bands with various 
combination of the transition moment, band position and dipole -
dipole interaction sum is also made. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction -- Molecular Crystal Spectre 
~1any typical molecular crystals are formed from aromatic 
hydrocarbons such as naphthalene and anthracene . In these organic 
solids, the molecules are bound together by van der Waals forces. 
The forces are weak but there is an effect on the optically excited 
states and electronic spectra. Consequently, a comparison of the 
vapor and crystal absorption spectra shows that, although both 
spectra have the same characteristics, some significant features are 
found in the crystal spectra such as a multiplicity of crystal bands 
and the intensity differences for differently polarized radiation. 
The multiplicity does not exceed the number of molecules in the unit 
cell, and the energy intervals within the multiplet are called the 
Davydov (factor-group) splittings. The ratio of the intensity 
observed along two perpendicular directions in a crystal face is 
called the polarisation ratio. 
Interpretation of these measured and calculated Davydov 
splitting and polarisation ratio is useful in two ways: firstly, 
it is known that while spectra of free molecules can yield the 
position of energy levels of the excited states relative to the ground 
state (transition frequency), and the probability of a transition 
from ground to an excited state (absorption intensity), they do not 
easily give the symmetry assignment of the energy levels. This 
observation is facilitated if the molecules are oriented. This 
condition is satisfied in molecular crystals so that interpretation 
of the molecular crystal spectra can supply the information about 
the symmetry assignment. Secondly, as is well known, there are mainly 
1 
2 
two approximations used 1n dealing with solid-state problems. One 1S 
the Bloch approximation 1n which electrons are treated as freely 
moving but perturbed by a periodic potentials of positive charges. Thi s 
approximation is used in the theory of metals. In the other 
approximation, electrons are assumed to be tightly bound to the molecule 
in the crystal and the interaction between molecules is treated as small 
perturbation. This is known as the weak-coupling model and is 
appropriate to the case of molecular crystals. Thus, the study of 
molecular crystal is useful in that from its results an increased 
understanding of tight-binding approximation can be obtained. 
The modern theory of molecular crystal has been developed by 
Frenkel, Davydov, Craig and many other researchers. This theory can 
account, even within the framework of a rigid -lattice, for the 
Davydov splitting and the polarisation ratio of the crystal spectra. 
Recently, there has been an increased interest in second quantization 
techniques. It is the purpose of this thesis to deal with the 
development of this new method 1n its application to the pure 
molecular crystals and to compare it with the conventional treatment 
using Frenkel-Davydov-Craig theory. 
I ~ 
2.1 Excitons 
CHAPTER 2 
Theory of Molecular Crystal in Coordinate 
Representation 
The exciton theory presented here is derived principally from 
4 
Davydov, . 1,2 . 1 3 Cralg, Cralg and Wa msley. The crystals being 
considered are restricted to those in which the molecules are 
crystallographically equivalent. Let h denote the number of molecules 
in the unit cell, N the number of unit cells in the whole crystal; 
M (=h.N) is then the total of crystallographically equivalent 
molecules in the molecular crystal. The ground state wave function 
of the crystal is given as a product of free molecular ground state 
wave function: 
( 2-1) 
where ip denotes the i-th molecule in the p-th unit cell. Electron 
exchange between molecules is neglected and the basis functions for 
the crystal at different sites are assumed to -be orthogonal: 
= 0 .. 0 (2-2) 
l] pq 
The molecular crystal is initially treated as a system of non-
interacting oriented molecules (oriented gas model). The interaction 
between molecules is then applied to the crystal as a perturbation 
within the weak-coupling limit (1st order approximation). The pure 
crystal lattice is assumed as rigidly fixed so that the coupling 
between electronic transitions and molecular vibrations is ignored. 
The hamiltonian for the system is, 
H = ~ B . + lp lp v. . 
(2-3 ) 
lP, ]q 
3 
.... 
.-
where H. lS the hamiltonian for the isolated, p-th molecule and 
lp 
V. . is the interaction potential energy between molecules. In the 
lP, ]q 
first order treatment, the ground state energy can be obtained as, 
= + I 
ip, jq 
G GIG 
< 0 .p 0. I v. . ~ l ]q lP,]q lp > (2-4 ) 
r 
w is the free molecular ground state energy. 
When the molecule at the ip-th site is initially excited to 
its r - th excited state, all others are assumed to be in the ground 
state. without any interaction, the excitation is localized and the 
wave function may be expressed as, 
p r 
ip 
= IT ]q 
(2-5 ) 
the prime indicates that jq runs over all sites except for jq = ip. 
Due to the presence of intermolecular interaction, the excitation 
can migrate rapidly through the crystal lattice and the excitation 
is delocalized. This chargeless, collective excitation distributed 
throughout the entire crystal had been described by Frenkel as an 
'exciton' . The exciton wave function lS represented as a linear 
combination of localized wave funtions, 
r 
l 
= I 
P 
c~ lp 
p r 
ip 
There would be h basis functions, l.e. r 
tjJ 2'·· 
r 
tjJh' 
(2-6) 
corresponding to h sets of translationally equivalent molecules. 
The crystal function can be defined as linear combination of these 
basis functions, 
h 
l: 
l 
r r 
B . tjJ 
l l 
The coefficients C~ and B~ are not yet determined. lp l 
(2-7) 
4 
-
-2.2. Group-theoretical Consideration 
Group theoretical considerations become useful at this stage 
to determine the coefficients, C: lp 
r 
and B . . 
l 
The crystal hamiltonian 
of (2-3) is invariant to the space group operations. The crystal 
wave functions can thus be generated according to the irreducible 
representations of the crystal space group. Since only the bulk 
(internal) properties are of interest, periodic boundary conditions 
can be introduced so that the crystal space group always possesses 
the group of primitive translation operations as an invariant 
subgroup with 
= exp (i K. (2-8 ) 
lattice vector R in the lattice vector basis r 1 r 2 r 3 and 
K = k b 
- 1-1 klk2k3 are regarded as the components 
of a vector K with respect to the 'reciprocal' basis set b 1b 2b 3 
defined by 
= J: U •• . (2-9) lJ 
It can be seen that the vectors b I
b
2b 3 also define a parallelepiped 
described as the unit cell of lattice in the reciprocal space. The 
values of k . (i = 1, 2 or 3) can be chosen as lying in the range 
l 
-'IT ~ k . < 'IT. The polyhedron enclosed is usually called the 'first' or 
l 
'reduced' Brillouin zone. 
Substituting (2-8) into (2-6), the functions formed are known 
as Bloch functions: 
ljJr (K) = ~ exp lp (i K • R . ) -r -lP (2-10) 
In general, the space group contains more than primitive translation 
symmetry. Proper and improper rotations as well as nonprimitive 
translations such as screw rotations or glide reflections may be 
5 
.... 
present. In this case, the space group can be broken into the 
primitive translational subgroup (T) and all its nonequivalent cosets 
Space group = T + T Ai + T A2 + ..... 
= (Elt
n
) [ (Elt
n
) + (all Tl+tn ) + .. ] 
(2-10a) 
E denotes the identity; U 1 denotes the rotational part, tn denotes 
the primitive translational part (n = O,1,2, .. N-l) and T the 
6 
nonprimitive translational part of symmetry operations. (E It) lS the n 
primitive translation subgroup; 
( T21a
2 
+ t
n
) + ... ] , its cosets. These cosets form the factor 
group. It contains many symmetry elements and every element contains 
many symmetry operations due to the variable n. However, if only one 
unit cell is concerned, all the primitive translational parts of these 
symmetry operations are zero. Every element in this factor group 
contains one operation only and this group: 
lS called the unit cell group. The factor group as well as the unit 
cell group is important for the analysis of crystal spectra, Slnce 
the allowed wave functions must transform as irreducible 
representations of the factor (or unit cell) group. 
Also there is a site group whose operations have the form 
{alo}. It can be formed by those unit cell group operations in which 
the nonprimitive translational parts are zero, so the site group is a 
subgroup of the unit cell group. Each operation in this group will 
transform each site on to itself. If each site is occupied by a 
molecule, the site group operations will also leave the molecule 
invariant, so the site group is also a subgroup of molecular point 
group. By setting up a correlation relationship among the factor 
(or unit cell) group, the site group and the molecular point group, 
-7 
the symmetry properties of crystal wave functions can be associated 
with that of free molecular wave function. 
The reciprocal lattice has the same underlyi ng symmetry as the 
real lattice . The factor group analysis can be performed either on 
the real or on the Brillouin zone of the reciprocal latti ce owing 
to the following relationship: 
K • a R . = 
-1 (a K ( 2 - 1 1 ) 
~p 
while a denotes a rotational operation. The latter route will be 
used here. If all the space group operations are carried out on a 
given wave vector in a reciprocal lattice, those operations that 
either leave K invariant or transfer it to an equivalent ~ 
' -
(equivalent in a sense that it differs only by a lattice vector) 
will form a group called the group of the wave vector. But, in 
general, operating on a given wave vector, a will generate a set of 
different wave vectors, l.e., the star of K . Degeneracies can 
therefore occur among those vectors associated together in the star, 
and for each member of the star, the crystal wave functions can be 
constructed through irreducible representation of the group of the 
wave vector. In one extreme case, namely, at a general point of the 
Brillouin zone, the group of the wave vector contains only the 
identity, so there is no symmetry operation that transform the crystal 
wave functions without changing K. Consequently, the coefficients 
r 
of B . can not be found through symmetry consideration and must be 
l 
obtained by diagonalization. In the other extreme case, at the 
centre of Brillouin zone (~= 0), the group of the wave vector i s 
identical with the factor group while the star contains only the zero 
vector, so that B . can be found by symmetry consideration alone. 
l 
bi-
In anthracene (h = 2), for example, the factor group is C2h with 
the identity (E), the twofold rotation (C~), the inversion (i) and 
the reflection plane (0- ) as symmetry elements. Usually the twofold 
ac 
axis is labelled as the b axis and the symmetry plane 1S the ac 
plane. The vector 1S resolved into its components k , ~ and k along 
-a -c 
-
the crystal axes. At a general point, the star contains (k 
a' 
kb , k ), c 
- - -(k , kb , k ), (k , kb , k ) and (k , kb , k ), the group of K consists a c a c a c 
of the identity only. Therefore the classification of the wave 
functions by irreducible representations or the group of the wave 
vector is tr1vial. On the other hand, at K = 0, the star contains 
the zero vector only , the group of K is C2h , namely, the factor group. 
For anthracene crystal, the site group is C . and the molecular point 
1 
group is D2h . Conseque ntly , there is a correlation diagram as follows: 
A g 
Blg~ 
-----B2g~ 
B3g/ 
A 
u 
C. 
1 
A g 
A 
u 
A g 
B g 
A 
u 
B 
u 
It can be seen that the factor group representations must have the 
same g or u character as the molecular wave functions and each 
molecular transition should give two bands (the factor-group 
components) in the crystal spectra. The crystal wave functions can 
be expres s ed as a linear combination of molecular wave functions, 
8 
-
9 
r IT (Bet ~r et ~r ) ~et = + B2 1 1 2 
JT 
(2-13) 
~r (B~ ~r S ~r ) = + B2 S 1 2 
These coefficients can be found as B1 = B2 = 1 for one branch and 
B1 = -B2 = 1 for the other. 
10 
2.3. First-order Perturbation Treatment 
In total there are M crystal eigenfunctions for the r-th excited 
state. Correspondingly the eigenvalues can be, in principle, found 
by solving the secular equation which may be expressed as (2-14 ) : 
H . lp + L: iptjq 
v . . lP, Jq 
- E . 
l 
(K) (K» = 0 
(2-14) 
Using (2-2) and (2-7), this can be transformed to a hamiltonian matrix 
composing of N blocks of order h, each block associated with a 
particular value of K. This may be expressed as: 
[K = 0 I 0 0 
0 IK = \\ 0 
0 0 LJ = 0 
0 0 0 
(2-15 ) 
If a number of excited states is included, the determinant of 
new secular equation would be extended to hxNxM, T being the number 
of excited states. However, for the first-order theory, it is 
assumed that the basis functions for different excited states are 
orthogonal: 
< ljJ r (K) I ljJ s (K) > = o 
rs 
(2-16) 
This is adequate for a strong transition such as the 2500 ~ system 
of anthracene, but for a weak transition such as the 3800 ~ system 
of anthracene, the condition (2-16) could not be applied and the 
interaction between different excited states must be included. 
-
-11 
The solution of the secular equation (2-15) glves the transition 
energies from the ground state to the r-th excited state. The 
determinant has the following form: 
1) Diagonal elements: 
~wr + Dr + L' exp (iK 
q 
2) Off-diagonal elements: 
where 
~ exp (iK ]q 
r 
= w 
G 
- w 
rrr = L 
ip,iq q 
rrr = L 
ip, jq q r G I I G r <. . V . . 0. 0 . > 01p0]q 1P,]q 1P]q 
~wr is the known free molecular transition energy 
(2-17a) 
(2-17b) 
Dr 1S the change of van der Waals energy when a molecule is excited 
from its ground state to its r-th excited state while all others 
25 r 
remain in the ground state. A point to bear in mind is that D 
written in this form is a first order correction, whereas a part of 
the van der Waals' correction (i.e. the dispersion part) is second 
order. Thus one is writing Dr in a conventional way only. rr r. . . 1P,]q 1S 
the resonance interaction between translationally equivalent molecules, 
r . . is that between translationally inequivalent molecules. For 1p,lq 
anthracene, the eigenvalues corresponding to the K = 0 transition 
are obtained as,-
.... 
.-
r Dr rr I rr E = w + + I . + 
a lp,lq lP, jq 
(2-18) 
ES 
r 
+ Dr + I~r I~r = w lp,lq lP, jq 
The energy difference, Ea - ES ' is called the factor group splitting 
(Oavydov splitting). Its magnitude depends on that of resonance 
interaction which is directional-dependent. Therefore, it is useful 
for comparison between experimental and calculated splitting to 
determine the symmetry of electronic transitions. 
The optically allowed electronic transitions are those which 
satisfy the selection rules. The selection rules can be considered 
in two ways. On the one hand, it is required that the change in the 
wave vector between the initial and final state be equal to the wave 
vector of the absorbed light, i.e., Q, 
~K = Q (2-l9a) 
This is a consequence of the conservation of momentum in the 
absorption process. Q = 2TI~A , A being the wave length of the 
absorbed light. For visible or uv radiation, A~104~, and Q is 
extremely small. (2.l9a) may be replaced by (2-l9b): 
~K = 0 (2-l9b) 
On the other hand, the transition moment for a crystal from the 
initial state to an excited state is expressed as, 
= (2-20) 
In which .M = ~ e r., e lS the electronic charge and r is the position 
l --:J... -
vector operator of the i-th electron. (2-20) will vanish unless the 
direct product of the symmetry representation of ~E ' r and ~ I 
contains the totally symmetric representation of the group of the 
wave vector. For the absorption spectrum, the initial state is the 
12 
.... 
ground state in (2-1) which belongs to K = 0, the totally syrnrnetrlc 
representation. The argument now becomes that r should belong to 
the irreducible representation of the factor group because of (2-19) 
and because the group of the wave vector is the factor group itself 
in K = 0 case. Again, in anthracene, the factor group is C2h and it 
can be seen that the condition is satisfied only for an excited 
state belonging to the A species (for r along b axis) and B species 
u u 
(ac plane). Light polarized in the b axis direction will be 
absorbed by the crystal in transitions to the excited state which 
belongs to A symmetry and in the ac plane direction to B symmetry. 
u u 
~ " 
However, for general K the group of the wave vector is not the factor 
group. In fact, it has no elements other than the identity so the 
direction of polarization is unrelated to the crystal axes. 
Also it is known that the intensity. of the absorption band 
can be discussed in terms of the oscillator strength, f, which is 
proportional to the product of the square of the transition moment, 
2 d . . M ,an transltl0n frequency, E: 
f _ M2 . E. 
~ 1 
in principle, the intensity ratio for f and fb is 
ac 
(2-21) 
(2-22) 
However, the observations are taken, in practice, with light 
13 
incident normal to the ab crystal plane so that the polarization ratio 
is actually defined as, 
f (Mr a)2 E 
ac = -ac ac (2-23) 
fb (~) 2 Eb 
a is the unit vector along the a crystal axis. If the difference 
-
.... 
1n transition frequencies between two Davydov components 1S not great, 
(2-23) can be replaced as, 
f 
a 
(2-24) 
Moreover, in the first order treatment, the oriented-gas model is 
used so that the molecules are assumed to be free from interaction. 
The transition moment is thus unchanged from free molecules to 
oriented-molecule crystal. 
f 
a 
= 
~ = 
2 
cosaM) 
r 2 (M . cosbM) 
(2-2Sa) 
(2-2Sb) 
1n which cosbM is a direction cosine. The polarization ratio 
depends only on the orientation parameters of the molecular crystal 
in the first order treatment. 
14 
-
h -
15 
2.4 Second-order Perturbation Treatment 
To deal with weak transitions and real values of the polarization 
ratio, the theory can be refined by several considerations: one lS 
the inclusion of higher terms In the multipole expanslon during the 
evaluation of I. . and I . . sums. This will not be discussed lp,lq lP,]q 
in this thesis. Another is to allow the possib i lity of interaction 
between multiplets belonging to the same irreducible representati on 
but different crystal excited states when the symmetry is lowered in 
going from the free molecule to the crystal. The effect of this 
interaction might be negligible for the case of strong transitions 
but probably not for the weak ones. Now the secular equation of 
(2-14) becomes, 
det {< ¢ r (K) I r: H . + ~ r: . l - lp lp lP,]q v - EI¢ s (K) >} = 0 ] (2-26) 
The diagonal elements are unchanged from (2-17) but the off-
diagonal terms have new integrals as, 
= + + (2-27) 
with 
Krs r s I I G ~~ > = <~ip ~ . V. . . ]q lP,]q ~lP ]q 
Jrs r G I I G s <~ip ~ . v. . . ~iq> 11 = lq lp,lq ~lP 
rs <~r G I I G s J 12 = ~ . V . . ~ . ~ . > lp ]q lP,]q lp ]q 
For anthracene, craigl had found that the value of rs . 1 K lntergra s 
vanish in the dipole approximation. The coupling of the weak 3800 
R with the strong 2500 R system would be expressed as (2-28): 
.-
r 
H~r E 
u 
0 
Hrs B 
u 
0 
in which 
H~r 
u 
0 
Hrs B 
u 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E 
HSS 
A 
E 
a 
u 
Hrs 0 
A 
u 
0 
rs 
HB 0 = 
u 
E 0 
0 
ss 
E H B 
u 
(2-28 ) 
+ 
l~en the condition IHrr - Hssl» Hrs holds, the second-order 
perturbation formula can be used to solve the above equation. It 
can be expressed,3 for E~, In a generalized form: 
u 
(Hrs )2 
Er H~r L A = + u A s 
u u Hrr HSS 
A A 
u u 
(2-29) 
16 
where s runs over all accessible transitions. There would be similar 
expressions for Er 
B 
u 
in the form: 
r' ~s = 
and ES A • 
L 
s 
u 
The wave functions should also be 
ljJS 
-s (2-30) 
.. 
17 
where S denotes A or B component. The intensities should also be 
u u 
re-distributed and the transition moment per unit cell may be expressed 
as (2-31): 
r' M = + (2-31) 
s Hrr ss S - HS 
Substituting this lmproved value of the transition moment, the 
polarization ratio can be re-calculated using (2-31). 
The coupling with more than one accessible electronic 
transition could also be included in the treatment. In the case of 
anthracene, there have been reported about the 2200~ and 1800~ band 
systems but there is no definite assignment yet. 
. . . 1,2 f h . 1 After Cralg's successful lnterpretatlon 0 t e optlca 
spectra, the 2500~ and 3800~ band systems of crystalline anthracene 
have been used as a prototype, because the known crystal structure 
and polarization allows one to make a comparison between theory and 
experiment as well as between the old and new treatments. In recent 
research, there is a new treatment using the approximate second 
quantization method. It is the aim of the next chapters to discuss 
thls new method in comparison with the present treatment. 
; ;.. 
CHAPTER 3 
Theory of Molecular Crystal in 
Occupation Number Representation 
3.1 Introduction 
The second quantization method has been employed by Hopfield,6 
Agranovitch,7,S Craig and Dissad09and many other investigatorslOto 
study exciton phenomena in molecular crystals. For a formal 
presentation of this method, there are several texts available such as 
, 11 12 Tyabllkov's and Power's. In this chapter, only those topics which 
relate to the present study will be briefly reviewed. Let h, N, M, ip 
etc., retain their definitions as in Chapter 2. The essence of the 
second quantization method is the use of creation and annihilation 
operators in the occupation nmooer representation. The occupation 
number, n . f' is introduced to indicate whether the ip-th site lP, 
molecule is in the f-th state or not (f can be the ground or anyone 
of the excited states). When the ip-th molecule is, for example, in 
the ground state, n. G = 1 and n . = n . = 0 (r and s denote the lP, lp,r lP,S 
excited states. This is consistent with the fact that each molecule 
can be in only one state. When f runs over all possible states of 
the molecule at the ip-th site, 
L n. f = 1 
f lP, 
(3-1) 
and lp over all sites of the crystal, 
L L n. f = M 
ip f lP, 
(3-2) 
To simplify the argument, only one excited state will be consldered 
in this chapter so that f = G or r only. 
lS 
The occupation number representation of the crystal ground 
state of (2-1) is, 
1, 0, 1, 0 ... . ... ... 1, O ..... .. ... 1, 0 > (3-3) 
corresponding to 
nIl, r···· · ··· n . G ' n . • .... nhN G' nhN > lP, lp,r , ,r 
When the ip-th site is excited to its r-th excited state, all 
others are in the ground state, the localized wave function may be 
expressed in the occupation number representation as, 
r q, . > = lp 
1, 0, ......... 0, 1, .......... 1,0 > (3-4) 
corresponding to (2-5). The above expression can be simplified by 
introducing creation and annihilation operators which are deflned as, 
+ 
b . f lP, 
b. f lP, 
1);> = ~-J - --ip, f 
(3-5) 
> 
The definition omitted a factor of ± 1 which is necessary when -
antisymmetrization is taken into account. Since there is only one 
molecule in each site and this molecule must be in one state or 
another, n. f can be only 1 or O. Accordingly, ~he results of 
lP, 
operation, Ii - n . f and ~ lP, ~f can be replaced by 1 - n . f and J--ip,f lP, 
n . respectively. It can be seen that, under the operation 
lp,f 
+ b. f' the number of particles (in this case, "particle" means "state 
lP, 
19 
occupation") in the f-th state of ip-th site is increased by unity; if 
there is already a particle there, the result of operation, 1 - n f' lP, 
gives zero. On the other hand, the number of particles in the f-th 
--
20 
state of the ip-th site lS decreased by unity by b f and if there was lP, 
no particle before the operation, the result, n . f' yields zero. It lP, 
follows that, 
+ 
b . f lP, 
b . f lP, b. f lP, 
1JJ > = 0 
1JJ > = 0 
Also there are two combined operators defined as, 
b+ b . f 1JJ > = N' 1JJ > ip,f lP, ip,f 
b . f b . f 1JJ > = Nil 1JJ > lP, lP, ip,f 
(3-6a) 
(3-6b) 
+ The wave function is unchanged by the operation of b. f b . f and lP, lP, 
+ 
b . f b . f· lP, lP, 
The former is called the number operator because 
when acting on the f-th state of the ip-th site, it yields the 
number of molecules in the f-th state. On the other hand, 
b . f b~ f yields the number of molecules not in the f-th state 
lP, lP, 
of the ip-th site. There is only one molecule in each site and 
this molecule must in one state or another, it follows that, 
b + b 
. f . f lP, lP, + 
+ 
b . f b. f lP, lP, 
= N' + Nil = 1 ip,f ip,f 
(3-6c) 
(3-6c), together with (3-6a & 3-6~ is called the fermion commutation 
rules. 
Now (3-4) can be re-expressed in terms of the creation and 
annihilation operators as, 
+ 
= b . b , lp,r lp,G 
(3-7) 
On the other hand, the ground state wave function may also be 
re-expressed as, 
lJ; > 
G = b . lp,r ( 3-8a) 
It is convenient to define another particular state called the 
"vacuum state" in which there are no particles. The crystal ground 
state is generated by the vacuum state, 10 >, 
= II 
ip 
o > (3-8b) 
25 It is important to note that, In the occupation number represent-
ation, the molecules are there always, but may be in no state (if 
all molecules are in no state, the system is in the vacuum state), 
otherwise a molecule is in one state or another. From this point 
+ 
of Vlew, one ought to speak of the operators, band b as changing 
the occupation of a given state of a given molecule and not as 
creating or destroying molecules. 
In Chapter 2, the system hamiltonian of a molecular crystal 
lS written in the form: 
H = L 
ip 
and the Schrodinger equation as, 
< ljJ.1 L 
l lp 
B. lp + L ip;!jq 
v. . lP, ]q 
v . . lP, ]q 
1lJ;. > = ] 
(2-3 ) 
E < ljJ.IlJ;. > 
l ] 
(2-14) 
Corresponding to (2-14), there lS a second-quantization 
representation: 
H = + (3-9) 
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where Hl = 
H2 = 
L 
f 
L 
L 
ip 
fl f2 
f'f' 1 2 
f + 
w b . f 1P, b . f 1P, 
+ L v b. f 
1ptjq 1P, jq 1P, 1 
+ 
b. f ]q, 2 b . f' 1P, 2 b . f' ]q, 2 
In the zeroth order approX1mat10n, the molecular crystal is treated 
as a system of non-interact1ng oriented molecules so H 1S just the 
Hl term in (3-9) . Consequently, the energy operator 
a diagonal form as, 
f + H = L L w b. f b . f 
f 1p 1P, 1P, 
L L f N' = w 
f ip ip,f 
L f = w Nf f 
because of (3-6). N f is the total number of N~ f. 1P, 
H 1S already 1n 
(3-10) 
L Nf must f 
equal to M because of (3-2). In other words, the total number 
operator, L L b: f b . f' must commute with the energy operator 
f . 1P, 1P, 1p 
H and the total number of "particles" in the system is a constant. 
This is connected with the fact that each time the number of 
particles in one state is decreased by unity, the number of parti c le s 
1n another state is increased by unity 
For a real system of a molecular crystal, the total number 
operator no longer commutes with the energy operator. This is 
due to the appearance of the cross term in (3-13). The study of 
the energy states of a molecular crystal becomes that of finding a 
new.et of creation (A+) and annihilation (A) operators which will 
( 
take- into account t he interaction term and becomes, 
+ E . A . A . (3-11 ) H = L 
i 111 
(3-11) 1S 1n diagonal form and the energy eigenvalues, E ,can read 
1 
off from it. 
2 2 
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3.2 Approxlmate Second Quantlzatlon Method 
A method was developed by Bogoliubov13 to dlagonalize the 
energy operator of (3-9) into (3-11). Thls method is often called 
the "approxlmate" second quantization method. Its basic ldea is to 
transform (3-9) which desecrlbing a system of many lnteracting 
particles to an energy operator descrlblng a system of non-interactlng 
pseudo-particles in terms of pseudo-partlcle creatlon and annlhllatlon 
operators. The startlng pOlnt lS to define the comblned operators, 
+ + b . lp,r b. and b b . as the excitation creation and annihilatlon lp,G lp,G lp,r 
operators respectively, 
+ B . = lp,r 
+ b b lp,r lp,G 
(3 -12) 
B , = 
lp,r 
b+ b 
lp,G lp,r 
+ The physlcal picture of B . lS the transltlon of molecule at the lp,r 
lp-th slte from its ground state to r-th exclted state and the 
operator B is the reverse physical process so as to transfer lp,r 
molecule at the ip-th site from its r-th excited state to the ground 
state. It should be noted that these are the creatlon and 
annihilation operators of excitations In molecules and should not 
be confused wlth the creation and annihilatlon operators of the state 
occupation of a given state of a given molecule . + B. and B . may lp,r lp,r 
be called "pseudo-particles" creation and annihllatlon operators 
respectively because these operators do not deal wlth the real 
partlcles but rather wlth the pseudo-particles, l .e ., excitations. 
Although the pseudo-particle shares some propertles wlth the real 
particle such as wave-particle duality, there are differences 
In certain ways. One of them lS the contents of vacuum state. For 
the excitation vacuum state, It lS not 10> defined in (3-8b) but 
23 
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rather I ~G >, namely, the crystal ground state In whlch there are 
no excitatlons at all. This difference lS lmportant for later 
dlscussion. Another difference lS the commutation rules obeyed. 
For molecules in crystal they are fermions because of (3-6), so are 
the excitatlons because of (3-12). However, it is found that for a 
low concentration of excitations in crystal, the commutatlon rules 
for the excitations can be transformed from that of fermions to 
bosons. ThlS can be discussed via the number operators. The exciton 
. + 
number operators are the comblned operators of B . and B . lp,r lp,r 
which by acting on the crystal wave function give the eigenvalues 
N' and Nil; 
B: B. I ~ > = N' lp,r lp,r I ~ > 
(3-l3a) 
B. B: I 1jJ > = Nil 
.lp,r lp,r I ~ > 
+ 
By writing down the operations explicitly in terms of b . and lp,r 
b . ,one has ( 3 -13b) ; lp,r 
+ I b: I B . B. ~ > = b . b . b ~ > lp,r lp,e lp,r lp,G lp,G lp,r 
= (l-N . G) N. (3-l3b) lP, lp,r 
B . B~ I ~ > = N. (l-N . ) lp,r lp,r lp,G lp,r 
For ultra-violet radiation of low intensity, only a small number of 
molecules in a molecular crystal are excited. The average N. lp,r 
over the whole lattice is extremely small and can be considered as 
zero while the average N. can be considered as unity because lp,G 
each molecule must be in one state or another so that, 
< N. > 'V 1 lp,G 
(3-14) 
< N > 'V 0 
ip,r 
24 
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By substituting (3-14) into (3-13a), it follows that, 
< N' > 'V 0 
(3-15) 
< Nil > tV 1 
and 
+ + B . B . + B. B . = 1 lp,r lp,r lp,r lp,r 
+ + (3-16) B . B. = 0 lp,r lp,r 
B. B. = 0 lp,r lp,r 
because of (3-14) and (3-6). Formula (3-16) lS the fermion 
commutation rules. 
It is interesting to see that, when ip t ]q, 
B. B. B. B. = 0 (3-17a) lp,r ]q,r ]q,r lp,r 
+ + + + B. B . - B. B. = 0 (3-17b) lp,r ]q,r ]q,r lp,r 
+ + B. B. B. B . = 0 (3-17c) lp,r ]q,r ]q,r lp,r 
When ip = jq, (3-17a) and (3-17b) remain valid, but not for (3-17c) 
which becomes, by using (3-13) and (3-15): 
+ B. B. lP, r lp,r 
or equivalently, 
+ B . B. lp,r lp,r 
+ + + 
- B. B . = (1 - B . B ) - B . lp,r lp,r lp,r lp,r lP, 
1-2 + = B . B lp,r lp,r 
= 1-2 N' 
+ + 
- B. B . = B . B. lp,r - (1 - b . lp,r lp,r lp,r lp,r 
+ 
= 2 B. B . - 1 lp,r lp,r 
= 2 Nil - 1 
B 
r lp,r 
(3-1Sa) 
+ B . ) lp,r 
(3-1Sb) 
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By substituting (3-15) into (3-18), the right hand sides of (3-18) 
always become 1. Combining with (3-17), the commutator leads to 
that for bosons: 
+ 
B . B. lp,r ]q,r 
+ 
- B . B . = ]q,r lp,r 
+ [ B . ,B . ] lp,r ]q,r = <5. • lP, ]q 
+ [ B . , lp,r 
+ B. ] ]q,r = o (3-19 ) 
[ B . , lp , r B. ] ]q,r = 0 
Obviously, the change from fermion to boson commutator is only 
approximate. It should be noted that, once the boson properties 
are assigned to the excitation operators, the occupation number 
and eigenvalues can have values more than the real ones (0 or 1). 
In the language of approximate second quantization it means the 
"non-physical" state are introduced which leads to a certain 
error. However, the error may be small because the total number 
of excitation present in the system is small in view of (3-13) and 
the chance of two or more excitations coinciding at one site is 
negligible . 
. -
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3 . 3 Exclton Energy Operato~ of Molecula~ Crystal 
+ In te r ms of new boson operatoYs, B and B, tj - 7) and 3-8a ) c a n 
be wrltten as , 
<l> r + I ~ G ..- = B ::> l p lp , r ( 3-20a) 
~G :> = B I<l> f. " lp,r lp (3-20b) 
also, correspondlng to (2-6), a delocallzed wave fun c tlon can be 
expyessed as, 
I 
+ 
wlth B k,h , r = J ~ 
= 
L. 
lp 
L 
lp 
exp 
Br I \fiG .> 
k,h,r 
1-
B lp,r 
(3- 21) 
{3-2 2a) 
k lS the wave vector for the r-th excltatlon . It follows that, 
B k,h,r exp (-lK. R ) B lp, r (3-22b) 
the dlstrlbutlon of k slgns are necessary to keep the lnvarlanc e to 
translatlon. + Bk h and Bk h may be called the deloc a1lzed 
, ,r , ,r 
excltdLlon (exclton) creatlon and annlhllatlon operato r 
respectlve1y Its number operator Ylelds, 
+ B B k,h,r k,h,r 
N lp 
B lp,r 
(3-2 2c) 
because of (3 - 13). It lS very lmportant to note that although the 
average N ' over the whole lattlce lS consldered as zero In (3-4), 
the total number of excitatlon, L. 
lp 
N ' lp 
, lS not zero. In fact, It lS 
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a var1able rather than a constant, 1n contrast to the total numbe r 
of real part1cles, because there 1S no such cond1t1on as (3-2) imposed 
However, for a stat10nary state of a mole cular crystal, 
L 
1p 
N' 1p 
« M (3-23 ) 
so that (3-14) can hold true. Otherw1se, one of the ma1n concepts 
of the approx1mate second quant1zatlon method would break down . 
, 
The matr1x element, < flf2 I V I fl f2 > represents the 
1nteractlon of trans1t1on moments between the 1p-th and ]q-th molecule 
1n the multipole approx1mat1on of V 1n (3-9). It involves many 
cornb1nat1ons for all available electron1c states. By separat1ng the 
var10us types of these matrix elements, the follow1ng cornb1nat1ons 
are of 1nterest: 
a) the 1nteract1on between molecules 1n the g r ound state represente d 
as < G G Iv l G G > ; 
b) the 1nteract1on between an excited molecule and un-exc ited one 
represented as < G r Iv l r G > ; 
c) the 1nteraction between a molecule exc1ted to the excited state 
and another de-excited to the ground state 1S expressed as 
< G r Iv G r > 
d) the 1nteract1on between two molecules simultaneously exc ited 
as well as between two molecules de-exc1ted represented by 
< G G Ivl r r > and < r r Iv l G G > 
e) the interactlon forms expressed as, 
G r .Iv l r r > or < r r IVI r r > etc .. 
Again, cons1der the cond1tlon (3-14), the contr1but1on of type (e) 
is suff1c1ently small compar1ng w1th that of other types and 1S 
neglected hereafter • 
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Now, the eXClcon energy opeLdcor of ~he molecular crystal c an 
be readlly fo~m lated tsee References 4 and 8). The derlvatlon wlll 
be dlscussed In detall ~ater The energy operator takes the form dS, 
where 
HO 
Hl 
Dr 
H2 
H3 
r 
:= Mw 
H 
tOT.al 
+ ~ L < G G IVI G G ~ 
lP, ]q 
2: r Dr) = (6.w + 
lp 
= 2: « G r Ivl 
]q 
= L L
r 
lP, ]q lP,]q 
= 
+-
B B lp,r lP,.r: 
r G > - < G G 
b T b-t-]q,G b lp,r 
B:t 
lp,r B ]q,r 
Ivl 
lp,G 
b 
(3-25) 
G G » 
b ]q,r 
b ~ L Mr (b+ b T lP, ]q lp,r ]q,r lp,G ]q,G lP,]q 
+ bi" b
T b b ) 
lp,G ]q,G lp,r ]q,r 
T ~ 2: Mr (Bi" B T + B B ) 
lP,]q lP,]q lp,r ]q,r lp,r ]q,r 
= < G r Iv I lP,]q G r > type (c) 
= < G G Iv , I lP,]q = r r Iv I G G ~ lP, ]q 
type (d ) 
If H I whlch represented the ground state energy, can be consldered 
o 
as the reference energy, the exclton energy operator becomes, 
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H = 
= 
= 
+ 
H - H 
total 0 
L 
lp 
+ 
T 
B lp,r 
+ B . lp,r 
B lp,r 
+ 
-t 
B lp,r 
B lp,r 
B . ]q, .r 
B ]q, r 
~3-26) 
When thlS energy operator, H, lS dlagonallzed, the eigenvalues can 
be read off from the dlagonal form llke (3-l0). HI term represents 
the free molecule exc1tatlon energy w1th modlfYlng terms for the 
dlsperSlon energles of the ground and exclted states e H2 descrlbes 
the creatlon of one excltation and the slmultaneous destruction of 
the other. H3 is the slmultaneous creatlon o~ ann1h11ation of two 
excltat10n partlcles In pr1nc1ple, there would be an H4 term 
;-
descrlblng the comblnatlon of Band B ln powers hlgher than two 
(type e) But, as mentloned earller, It 1S dropped In Vlew of 
(3-l4). In fact, this lS one of the condlt10ns for the appl1catlon 
of the approxlmate second quant1zatlon method because the 
Bogollubov- Tyabllkov transformation can only d1agonallze an energy 
operator In quadratlc form . Another condltlon lS that of (3-14) 
WhlCh has already employed extens1vely . 4,10 In some treatments, 
r It lS further assumed that matr1x e ement, L _ 
lP, ]q 
r 
and M 
lP, ]q are 
equal to one another Thls wlll be dlscussed later and wlll not be 
used here because w1thout th1S approxlmat1on, the energy operator 
can stlll -be d1agonallzed e 
The delocallzed exclton creatlon and annlhllation operators 
can now be employed to express the energy operator In the form, 
30 
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H = (6w + D) 
+ ~ 2:: 
k,h,h' 
Bk,h + 2:: 
k,h,h' 
(3-26a) 
Slnce only one exclted state lS of lnterest, the subscrlpt r can be 
dropped. 
...... 
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3 4 Bogollubov-Tyabllkov Canonlcal Transformatlon 
The baslc procedure of the Bogo11Ubov-Tyabllkov canonlcal 
11,13 + 
transformatlon lS a mlxlng of operators Band B In (3-26) to 
+ glve new boson operatoL A and A so that the off-dlagonal part of 
(3-26) can be made to vanlsh and the energy operator reduces to the 
form as 3-11). ThlS lS called the Bogollubov-Tyabllkov transformatlon: 
* + 
Bk,h = L t Uhl A + Vhl A ) 1 k,l -k ,1 ' 
(3-27) 
T * + B = L tUhl A 
't Vhl Ak ) -k,h 1 -k,l ,1 
Its reverse transformatlon has the form: 
* * + 
Ak,h - L tUhl Bk,h Vhl B_k,h) h 
(3-28) 
T I T Vhl Bk,h J A-k,h = (Uh1 B-k,h -h 
In order to satlsfy both (3-27) and (3-28), the elgen-functlons U and 
V must obey the followlng condltlon: 
= 0 
h h' 
1 
(3-29) 
T Also, to make the transformatlon canonlcal, the operators A and A 
+ 
must satlsfy the boson commutatlon rules llke Band B. The 
commutators are found as, 
+ + [ Ak ] 0 Ak A A Akl = A = 
- kJ -kJ 1, -k, J lJ 
~l A - kJ AkJ Ak1 = 0 (3 - 30) 
+ + + + 
Akl A ~J A = 0 - k1 -kl 
........ 
-
. ., 
because of (3-29). In other words, the Bogollubov-Tyabllkov 
transformatlon, lts reverse tLansformatlon together wlth the condltlon 
(3-29) guarantee that the new operators are bosons - Moreover, the 
+ 
operators A and A are new because they represent the creatlon and 
annlhllatlon operators of a system of lndependent pseudo-partlcles 
+ 
and unllke operator Band B whlch representlng those of interactlng 
system. Consequently, the total number operators must commute wlth 
the energy operator and the number of "pseudo-partlcles" lS a constant 
of motlon after transformatlon c In the language of Helsenberg 
+ 
representatlon, thlS means that A and A must satlsfy the followlng 
equatlons of motlon as, 
d 
l dt 
so that 
d + 
l dt (L (Uhl ~k,h h 
= E 
l 
= E 
l 
+ A 
-kl 
= -E. 
l 
E 
l 
1" 
(3-3la) 
(3-3lb) 
On the other hand, the equatlons of motlon for Band B have the form: 
d + 
33 
[ Bk ,h I H] l dt Bk,h = = «~w 1" D) 1" L Lhh ,) Bk,h + L Mhh' B_k,h 
h h' 
d + 1" H 1 + l dt B_k,h = [B_k,h' = «~w + D) + L Lhh ,) B-k,h + L Mhh' Bk,h
' h' h' 
(3 -32 ) 
........ 
.-
Substltutlng (3-32) lnto t3-3lb) and uSlng the fact that the operators 
+ A and A are linedrly lndependent so thelr coefflclents should 
vanlsh lndependently of one another, one obtalns, 
+ 
+- L Lhh ,) hI 
(3-33) 
(3-33) may be called the Tyab lkov equatlons. It determines the 
relatlonshlp between elgenvalues, E , and elgenfunctlons. After 
l 
substltutlng (3-27) lnto (3-26), one obtalns see Reference 11), 
+ (3-26b) H = !:::. E +- l: E A Akl 
k,l 1 kl 
with 
* !:::. E = - l: E Vhl Vhl k,l,h l 
!:::. El lS a small correctlon term . To be preclse, El , !:::.E, Vhi 
and Vhl should be In the form Ei (k), E(k), Uh1 (k) and Vhi (k) 
with k as the wave vector of the r-th excltatlon. This wlll be 
discussed later. One can see that (3-26b) lS In dlagonal form 
after the Bogollubov-Tyabllkov transforrnatlon so long as the elgen-
values and elgenfunctlons satlsfy the Tyabllkov equatlons In (3-33). 
It should be noted that the number of elgenvalues lS even because 
the functlons U and V occur In palrs . The elgenvalues which are 
less than zero are reJected . It lS lnterestlng to note that during 
thls dlagonallzatlon, no perturbatlon-expanslon lS lnvolved. 
It lS approprlate to wrlte down the expllclt form of (3-33) 
for the case of h = 1 and 2 respectlvely. 
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Case (1) h = 1 
[ /J.w + D - E k)] U (k) + L k) [ U (k) V(k)] = 0 
(3-34a) 
[ /::'w + D + E (k)] U(k) + L(k) [U(k) + V(k)] = 0 
Case (2) h = 2 
[ !::.w + D + Lll k) - E (k)] Ull k) + L12 (k) VII (k) + M12 
[UIll(k) + Vll(k)] = 0 
Lll (k) + E (k)] V 12 (k) + M12 (k) 
[U12 (k) T V12 (k)] = 0 
M21 (k) [ U21 (k) + U21 (k)] + [ f1w + D T L22 (k)] - E (k) 
35 
+ U22 (k) + [ /J.w + D L22 (k ) ] 
E (k)] V 22 (k) = 0 
(3-34b) 
The result can be made 1dentIcal w1th that 1n Chapter 2 1f 
the two-exc1ton term, H2 , in (3-26) 1S neglected
4 1n the first 
1nstance. The energy operator becomes, 
H = L: (/J.w + D) 
k,h 
+ B B k,h -k,h + L: k,h,h' 
+ 
Lhh , Bk . h B_k,h' (3-35) 
Th1S expression w1ll be discussed 1n the next Chapter more carefully . 
One can see that the number operator commutes w1th the energy 
operator even before any transformat1on and the total number of 
exc1tat1ons 1S conserved. The energy operator can then be 
d1agonal1zed uS1ng a un1tary transformation, 1nstead of the Bogol1ubov-
Tyablikov canon1cal transformat1on, as, 
,. 
= 
l 
A k,l 
+ 
wlth the condition that A and A are bosons so that , 
= <5 , lJ 
(3-36) 
(3-37) 
wlth the conditlon that the eigenvalues relate with the elgenfunctions 
by, 
L [(!~ W + D) <5 hh I 
h' 
+ 
The energy operator is in diagonal form: 
H = L 
k,i 
+ 
wlth respect to the new operators Aki and Aki · 
= E Uh , l l 
For the case of h = 2, the explicit form of (3-38) lS, 
(3-38 ) 
(3-39 ) 
L
21
(k) U
21
(k) + [~~+D + L22 (k) - E(k)] U22 (k) = 0 
(3 -40) 
This is identical with the result in Chapter 2 In view of (2 -17 ) 
In whlch only K = 0 is considered. 
-
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CHAPTER 4 
First Comparison Between the Two Representations 
4.1 Unitary Equivalence 
The exciton theory of molecular crystals by the Frenkel-Davydov-
Craig theory, and by the approximate second quantization, has been 
briefly reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The treatment of 
Chapter 2 may be said to be in the co-ordinate representation while 
that of Chapter 3 in the occupation number representation. It is 
seen that the latter differs from the former in that it avoids the 
procedure of perturbation expansion. The energy levels of a molecular 
crystal can be found by diagonalizing the exciton energy operator 
using the Bogoliubov-Tyablikov transformation. The object of this 
chapter is to make a comparison between these two representations. 
One obvious approach is to find out whether or not there is 
a "unitary equivalence" relationship between them. Two 
representations are unitary equivalent if they are related by a 
unitary transformation, U, as, 
A 
<p = 
* L U U = 
* U = 
-1 U AI U 
U <pI 
1 
U -1 
(4-1 ) 
A, AI and <P, <pI are operators and wave functions respectively before 
and after unitary transformation. If these representations are 
related by (4-1), it will make no difference in physical prediction 
which representation is being used, the resulting eigenvalues will be 
the same except, trivially, for the notation being used in the two 
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representations and for the order in which they are arranged. However, 
in the present case, the treatment in the occupation number 
representation is based on the approximate second quantization method. 
By saying "approximate", one is referring to the change from fermion 
to boson character (see (3-19)) and the condition applicable only to 
the ground state and weakly excited states of the system (see (3-14)). 
Moreover, it involves the use of the Bogoliubov-Tyablikov canonical 
transformation instead of the unitary one, and the appearance of some 
interaction terms which do not have a conventional equivalence 
+ + because the operators, B Band B B , do not conserve the number of 
particles. In view of these changes, one would hardly expect that 
unitary equivalence can be established between the two representations . 
This could be confirmed by deriving the energy operator in (3-26) of 
the occupation number representation from (2-1) of the co-ordinate 
representation explicitly. It is interesting to note that, in the 
application of the approximate second qunatization method to the 
excii~n problem of molecular crystals, this derivation has not been 
'~ ,'" 
d b f h h f 1 · d b l ' ub 13 one e ore. In t e t eory 0 meta s, It was one y Bogo l ov 
and in the theory of non-linear effects in crystals, it was done by 
27 Lalovic , Tosic and Zakula. Both are at a sophisticated level. 
The purpose of the next section is to carry out the derivation in an 
elementary way . 
..... 
4.2 Derivation of Energy Operator 
The energy operator can be written In the form: 
H = L 
ip 
H. lp + L ip, jq 
v . . lP, ]q ( 2-1) 
Within the limit of two-particle interactions, (2-1) can be re-
expressed in the second quantization representation as (5-2): 
H = L <f I H . I f l' > b -: f 1 lp lP, 1 b. f' lP, 1 (4-2 ) 
+ ~ L 
ip, jq 
f l ,f2 
<f f21v . . I 1 lP,]q 
+ + 
f' f'> b . f b . b. f,b. f 1 2 lP, 1 ]q,f2 lP, 1 ]q, 2 
fi,f; 
For simplicity, the case of h = 1 will be used in the following 
derivation so that i = j = 1 and the subscripts ip(jq) are changed 
to p(q). The summation of p and q runs over all lattice sites 
except for p = q, and f l , f 2 , fi and f; over all electronic 
states in which only G (the ground state) and r (the r-th excited 
state) are included in the present discussion. The definition of 
b+ and b G can be seen in Sec. 3.1. p,r q, 
+' 
Following Bogoliubov, a new set of creation, b ,and 
annihilation, b', operators is introduced which are related to the 
original ones, b+ and b, by means of a unitary transformation: 
b = e (G, G) b' + e (r, G) b' = L e (g, G) b' (4-3 ) p,G P p,G P p,r g q p,g 
b+ * +' 
= L e (g, r) b q,r g q q,g 
where g runs over G and r state. This unitary transformation is 
different from the Bogoliubov-Tyablikov transformation (see (3-29)). 
They are different in types of the transformed operators as well as 
in purposes. (4-3) is a means for choosing an improved wave function 
-
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set through the transformed operators to give a better ground state 
energy. The method is to seek the values of the coefficients e to 
minimize the energy. This will be discussed later. There should be 
+ 
similar expressions for band b G. Accordingly, (4-3) can be p,r q, 
generalized to become, 
b = l: e (g,fl ) b' p,fl P p, fl g 
(4-4) 
+ * +' b = l: e (g,f2 ) b q, f2 g q q, f2 
In which fl and f2 also run over G and r. It should be noted that 
* e and e must satisfy the unitary and orthogonality conditions: 
l: 
f 
e * p (g,f) e (g' ,f) p = o gg' (4-5 ) 
Now, by substituting (4-4) into (4-2), the energy operator can be 
expressed as (4-6): 
H = l: 
f 
h h' 
< f IH f' > I I I 
b +' 
q, f2 
(l: 
g' 
I 
e (g2 ' f l') b' f') P p, I 
e (g' f') b' ) 
P I I p f' , I 
(4-6) 
Like f l , the subscripts gl' g2' gi and g~ must run over G and r. 
By denoting, 
< gIlA I g' > = P I l: < f IH I f' > f f' I P I 
I I 
e (g' f') e (g' f') P I I q 2 2 (4-7 ) 
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(4-6) can be wrltten as (4-8): 
H = 
+ ~ < 
+' 
b 
P,gl 
glg2 1Bpq lgi92 > 
+' b 
q,g2 
b' 
q,g2 
(4-8) 
In order to make an exp1lclt derlvatlon, G and r wl11 now be inserted 
lnto (4-8) to Yle1d (4-9) : 
2: < G IA IG > 
+' b' (Term 1) H = b 
P P 
p,G p,G 
2: < G IA Ir > 
+' b' (Term 2) + b 
p P 
p,G p,r 
+ 2: rIA IG > 
+' b' (Term 3) b 
P P 
p,r p,G 
2: riA Ir > +' (Term 4) + b b' 
P P 
p,r p,r 
+ ~ 2: G GIB IG G > +' +' (Term 5) b b b' b' 
p,q pq p,G q,G p,G 
q,G 
+ ~ L. < G GIB lG r > +' +' b b b' b' (Term 6) 
p,q pq p,G q,G p,G q,r 
~ 2: G G IB l r G > +' +' (Term 7) b b b' b' 
p,q pq p,G q,G p ,r q,G 
~ 2: . < G r iB lG G > +' +' b' (Term 8) -+ b b b' 
p,q pq p,G q,r p,G q,G 
+ ~ 2: < r GIB IG G > -t" +' b' b' (Term 9) b b 
p,q pq p,r 
q,G p,G q,G 
-
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I' 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
+ ~ 
l: 
p,q 
L 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
l: 
p,q 
+1 
<G riB IG r> b p,q p,G 
+1 
b q,r b
l b l p,G q,r 
+1 +1 
<G riB Ir G> b b b l b l p,q p,G q,r p,r q,G 
+1 
<r GIB IG r> b p,q p,£' 
+1 
<r GIB Ir G> b p,q p,r 
+1 
b b l b l q,G p,G q,r 
+1 
b b l b l q,G p,r q,G 
+ I ;- I 
<G GIB Ir r> b b b l b l p,q p,G q,G p,r q,r 
+1 
<r riB IG G> b p,q p,r 
+1 
<G riB Ir r> b p,q p,G 
+1 
<r GIB Ir r> b p,q p,r 
+1 
<r riB IG r> b p,q p,r 
+1 
<r riB Ir G> b p,q p,r 
+1 
<r riB Ir r> b p,q p,r 
+1 
b b l b l q,r p,G q,G 
+1 
b q,r b
l 
p,r b
l 
q,r 
+1 
b b l b l q,G p,r p,r 
+1 
b b l b l q,r p,G q,r 
+1 
b q,r 
+1 
b q,r 
b l b l p,r q,G 
b l b l p,r q,r 
(Term 10) 
(Term 11) 
(Term 12) 
(Term 13) 
(Term 14) 
(Term 15) 
(Term 16 
(Term 17) 
(Term 18) 
(Term 19) 
(Term 20) 
After cornblning terms (6) and (7), (8) and (9), (10) and (13), (11) 
and (12) respectively, the energy operator takes the form: 
-
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H = L b 
+' b' L b +' b +' b' b' < G IA IG > + ~ < G G IB IG G > 
P p,G p,G p,q p,q p,G q,G p,G q,G P 
< GIA Ir > 
+ ' 
< G G IB l r G > +' +' + L b b' + L b b b' b' 
P p,G p,r p,q p,q p,G q,G p,r q,G p 
< rIA IG > 
+' 
GIB iG 
+' +' b' + L b b' + L < r G > b b b' 
P p,r p,G p,q p,q p,r q,G p,G q,G P 
< r IA Ir > 
+' L < r G IB Ir G > 
+, +' b' + L b b' + b b b' 
P p,r p,r p,q p,q p,r q,G p,r q,G p 
L 
< G r IB Ir G > +' +' + b b b' b' p,q p,q p,G q,r p,r q,G 
+ ~ L < G GIB Ir r > +' +' b b b' b' 
p,q p,q p,G q,G p,r q,r 
~ L r i B IG +' +' b' + < r G > b b b' 
p,q p,q p,r q,r p,G q,G 
+ terms (16-20 ) in (5 -9) • (4-10) 
When Bogoliubov developed this approximate second quantlzation 
method, one of the main purposes was to find a lower energy eigenvalue, 
E~, instead of EG, in (2-4). Because of i = J = 1, (2-4) is now 
re-expressed as (4-11). 
E g 
G 
= M w + ~ L 
p,q 
< G Glv IG G > p,q (4-11) 
In other words, he wanted to determine the energy elgenvalues to be 
as low as possible by mlnimizlng the functional, 
Min 
and treat 
\fiG H \fi G 
\fiG c \fiG 
as a trial solution and ~ in 
= 
\fI • H\fI 
\fI • \fI 
EG 
(4-l2b ) as 
(4-l2a) 
(4-l2b ) 
a first approximation 
to the ground state of the system. In order to accomplish this purpose 
he then considered taking the weakly excited states into account so 
that the ground state can be depressed by this admixture, and each 
+' 
new creation and annihilitlon operators, band b', will have its 
components In the orlginal b+and b respectively. This has been done 
by lntroducing Bogoliubov's unltary transformation in (4-4). In the 
language of the second quantization representation, this means to 
change, 
In which 
~G = Ill ,G' 0l,r' 1, O ...... lp,G, 0p,r .... > 
n = 1 p,G 
n = 0 
p,r 
(4-13 ) 
to ~G ' In which n f (f = G or r) will no longer have a definite p, 
value but rather, in an average sense, 
n 
~ 1 (4-14) 
-p,G 
~ 
° 
(4-15) n -p,r 
and n + n = 1 (4-16) p,G p,r 
One must now minimize the energy operator subject to the 
unitary and orthonorrnality condition in (4-5). This can be done by 
28 
the method of Lagrangian multipliers. 
When a minimum (or maximum as well) of a function, f(x,y) lS 
to be found with the constraint of some auxiliary equations such as 
g(x,y) = c (c is a constant); a solution can be set up by writing 
a function, A, defined as, 
A = f(x,y) + A g(x,y) (4-17) 
... 
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The parameter A is called a Lagrangian multiplier. A necessary 
condition for finding the minimum is (4-18): 
all. 
ax 
all. 
ay 
all. 
-
aA 
= 
= 
= 
af 
ax 
af 
ay 
c 
A 
g 
ag 
ax 
~ 
ay 
= 
= 
= 
0 
o 
0 (4-18) 
(4-12b) is a good illustrative example in which the functional 
~G. H~G is to be minimized subject to the orthonormality condition 
~G ~G 
L ~G ~G = 1. The resulting equation may be written as, 
in which A = E = 
G 
G M w + ~ L 
p,q 
< G Glv IG G >. p,q 
(4-19) 
In other words, 
the eigenvalue EG, lS entered as a Lagrangian multiplier. In the 
present discussion (4-12a), instead of (4-12b) is to be minimized 
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subject to the condition (4-5) so that (see Ref. 13, p.208 and Ref. 27): 
< GIA IG > + L < G GIB IG G > = A (G) = w' p p,q P G q 
< GIA IG > + L < G GIB Ir G > = 0 (4-20) p q p,q 
< riA IG > + L < r GIB IG G > = 0 p q p,q 
< riA Ir L G IB Ir A (r) r' r' > + < r G > = = w + D P q p,q P 
The definition of A and B is seen In (4-7). 
P p,q 
Also, it lS seen that because of (4-14 and 15) 
+' 
b b' = p,G p,G n (4-21) p,G 
= 1 - n 
so that, p,r 
-
.. 
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I 
+1 
L < GIA G > b b l P p,G p,G + 
+1 +1 
L < G GIB IG G > b b b l b l p,q p,G q,G p,G q,G p 
L < G IA IG > n + ~ p p,G = p 
L < G I A I G > (1 -n ) p p,r = p 
= (L < GIA IG > + ~ p L p,q p 
L 
p,q 
+ ~ 
p,q 
< G GIB IG G > n G P 'q,G ,q p, 
L < G GIB IG G > (l-n ) 
p,q p,q p,r 
< G GIB IG G » .1 p,q 
L «GIA IG> + ~ 
p p 
L < G GIB IG G » p,q n p,r p,q 
(l-n ) q,r 
(4-22) 
(4-22) is obtained by assuming that n .n ~ O. It is a good p,r p,r 
assumption because of (4-14) and (4-15) and it is consistent with 
the fact that, in the system of low intensity illumination, most 
molecules are actually in the ground state. Because of this fact 
terms (16-20) are negligible. 
Applying (4-22), (4-20) and neglecting terms (16-20), the 
energy operator is finally expressed as (4-23): 
H = H + HI + H2 + H3 0 
H = L (wG + 0
1) = EI 
0 G G 
P 
rl I +1 
HI = L (~w + Dr ) b b l 
p p,r p,r 
riB Ir 
+1 +1 
b l H2 = L < G G > b b b l p,q p,G q,r p,r q,G p,q 
= ~ L GIB Ir 
+1 +1 
H3 < G r > b b b l b l p,q p,G q,G p,r q,r p,q 
~ < r riB IG G > 
+1 +1 
(4-23) + L b b b l b l p,q p,r q,r P,G q,G p,q 
In which 
...... 
A (r) A 
P P 
+' +' b b p,r q,G 
By defining 
(G) = w r' + Dr 
b' b' = n p,r q,G p,r 
+' 
B p,r 
+' 
= b b' p,r p,G 
+' B = b b' p,r p,G p,r 
!::'w r' r' wG = + D 
+' 
n = n = b b' q,G p,r p,r p,r 
(4-24) 
+' 
and using (4-14 and 4-15), Band B' can be assigned to have the 
boson property (see Sec. 3.2). The energy operator lS expressed In 
+' 
terms of Band B' as, 
H - H' = H' + H' + H' 012 3 
with 
H' (!::'w r' + Dr) +' B' = B 1 p,r 
H' L L' +' = B B' 2 f,q p,q p,r p,r 
+' 
H' = ~ L M' (B 3 p,q p,r p,q 
In which 
L' = <G r iB Ir G> p,q p,q 
M' = <G GIB Ir r > p,q p,q 
p,r 
+' B + B' B' ) p,r p,r p,r 
= <r riB IG G> p,q 
(4-25) 
(4-25a) 
(4-25b) 
It is now a straightforward matter to apply the Bogo1iubov-
Tyab1ikov transformation which has been shown in Sec. 3-4 (from 
Eq. (3 - 27) to 3 - 3 3) ) . 
For the case of h = 1, the Tyab1ikov equations are (4-36) 
(see (3-34a)), 
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[ 8.w I + D I - E (k)] U I +- L I ~k) U (k) + M I (k) V I (k) = 0 
p,q p,q 
[ 8.w l +- D' - E (k)] V(k) T L' (k) VI tk) T M' (k) U I (k) = 0 p,q p,q 
and the transformed energy operator as, 
HI = E' - L G 
k,l 
E' V 
l .l. 
VI 
l 
+ L k,l 
+1 
E A A I 
l k,l k . 
,l 
(4-27) 
... 
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(4-26) 
.-
r 
4 .3 Inclus10n of Bogol1Ubov's Un1tary Transformat1on 
As men~loned earller, the derlvat10n from (4-2 ) to (4-25) has 
not been carr1ed out before 1n the appl1cdt1on of this method to the 
exclton problem of molecular crystals . As a matter of fact, it seems 
that (4-25) 1 S set up wlthout the process of the Bogoliubov's unitary 
transformat1on of 4-3) . I n other words, the bas1s functions are the 
ord1nary free molecule set as In Chapter 2 and the energy operator 1S 
set up from (3 -26 ) and then the Bogoliubov-Tyablikov canonical 
transformat1on 1S appl1ed as shown 1n Chapter 3. This can be 
d1scussed 1n two ways: f1rstly, 1n many preV10US treatments (see, for 
example, p ~ 120 of Ref r 4) f the relat10n 
L = M p,q p,q 
< G r V jr G> = p,q G GIV Ir r > p,q 
( 4-28a) 
(4-28b) 
1S used follow1ng from the neglect of electron-exchange effect. 
However, if the Bogol1ubov's unltary transformation is fully employed, 
then 
L' = M' p,q p,q 
< G riB Ir G> = p,q G GIB Ir r> p,q 
(4-29a) 
(4-29b) 
may be establ1shed, not because of the neglect of electron-exchange 
but rather because of 
= (4-30) 
Th1S can be shown expl1cltly, 
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L ' = < G riB Ir G > p,q p,q 
= L 
f 1 ,fi,f2 ,f2 
* * 
= <G G/vIG G>8 (G,G)8 (G,r)8 (G,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <G GlvlG r>8 (G G)8 (G,r) 8 (G,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
* * + <G Glvlr G>8 (G,G)8 (G,r)8 (r,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <G rlvlG G>8 (G,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <r GlvlG G>8 (r,G)8 (G,r)8 (G,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <G Glvlr r>8 (G,G)8 (G,r)8 (r,r) 8 (riG) p q p q 
* * + <G rlvlG r?8 G,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
* * + <G rlvlr G>8 (G,G)8 (r,r)8 (r,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <r GlvlG r >8 (r,G)8 (G,r)8 (G,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
* * + <r rlvjG G>8 (r,G)8 (r,r)8 G,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <r Glvlr G>8 (r,G)8 (G,r)8 r,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <G rlvlr r>8 (G,G)8 (r,r)8 (r,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
* *. 
+ <r Glvlr r>8 (r,G)8 (G,r)8 (r,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
* * + <r rlvlG r >8 (r,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r) 8 (r,G) p q p q 
* * + <r rlvlr G>8 (r,G)8 (r,r)8 (r,r)8 (G,G) p q p q 
* * + <r rlvlr r>8 (r,G)8 (r,r )8 (r,r)8 (r,G) p q p q 
(4 - 31) 
..... 
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M' = < G GIB I r r > p,q p,q 
GlvlG * * :; <G G>8 (G ,G) 8 (G,G) 8 (G,r) 8 (G,r) p q p q 
GIVIG * * + <G r >8 (G,G) 8 (G,G) 8 (G,r) 8 (r,r) p q p q 
Glvjr * * + <G G>8 (G,G)8 (G,G) 8 (r,r) 8 (G,r) p q p q 
<G rlvlG * * G.,. 8 (G,G) 8 (r,G) 8 (G,r) 8 (G,r) p q p q 
<r G I V IG * * + G>8 (r,G)8 (G,G)8 (G,r)8 (G,r) p q p q 
<G G l v l r * * r >8 (G,G)8 (G,G)8 (r,r) 8 r,r ) p q p q 
<G r l v l G * * + r >8 (G,G)8 (r,G) 8 (G,r) 8 (r,r) p q p q 
<G r l v l r * * + G>8 (G,G)8 (r,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r) p q p q 
<r G I V I G * * + r >8 (r ,G) 8 (G,G) 8 (G,r) 8 (r ,r) p q p q 
<r rlvlG * * + G>8 (r,G)8 (r,G)8 (G,r) 8 (G,r) p q p q 
GIVlr * * + <r G>8 (r,G)8 (G,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r) p q p q 
<G rlvlr * * + r>8 (G,G)8 (r,G) 8 (r,r)8 (r,r) p q p q 
<r G l v l r * * + r>8 (r,G) 8 (G,G)8 (r,r)8 (r,r) p q p q 
r l v l G * * <r r> 8 (r, G) 8 (r, G) 8 (G, r) 8 (r, r) p q p q 
rlvlr * * + <r G>8 (r,G)8 (r,G)8 (r,r)8 (G,r) p q p q 
<r rlvlr * * + r>8 (r,G) 8 (r,G)8 (r,r) 8 (r,r) p q p q 
(4-32) 
(4-31) 1S always equal to (4-32), i.e., (4-29) is establ1shed, as 
long as (4-30) holds true. 
Secondly, in the previous treatments (see, for example, Ref. 4, 
p.121), the ways to formulate the matrix is via (see Eq. 3-12)): 
for example, 
I 
b 
step 1 
-+1 
+ 
B 
B 
step 2 
< G Glvlr r > b+ b+ b b p,G q,G p,r q,r 
= < G Glv Ir r > B B p,q p,r q,r 
(4-33) 
However, if the Bogoliubov's unitary transformation in (4-3) is 
employed, then, the matrix element should be formulated as 
b+ b +' 
I ) -+ 
b 
step 1 step 
and corresponding to (4-33) 
< G Glv Ir r > p,q 
= 
! B+ 
~ , 
l' step 2 
b+ b+ b b 
p,G q,G p,r q,r 
* 
+' 
* +' <f f Iv If'f'> (L: 8p (fl G) b ) (L: 8 qf2G) b 1 2 p,q 1 2 
fl 
p, fl 
f2 
q, f 2 ) 
.' 
, 
(L: 8p (fi r ) b f' ) (L: 8 q(f2 r) b q,f'2 f' p, 1 f' 1 2 
<f f Iv If'f ' > * * 
, 
= L: 8p(flG)8q(f2G)8p(flr) 
flf2fif2 
1 2 p,q 1 2 
+' +' 8 (f2r)b b b q p,g q,G p,r 
= < G G IB Ir r > B' B' p,q p,r q,r 
(4- 34) 
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, 
b q,r 
-
.-
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Perhaps, one might consider that the Bogoliubov's unitary 
transformation had been actually carried out in the process involving 
(4-28) and (4-33), but with one implicit condition that the 8 functions 
are nearly the delta function: 
(4-35) 
(4-35) lS a condition very similar to (4-14 and 15), namely, 
n p,G 
n p,r 
1 
o 
(4-14) 
(4-15 ) 
When (4-35) lS substituted into (4-31), all terms in the right hand 
side are negligible except, 
<G riB Ir G> - <G r p,q 
* * I V I r G> 8 (G, G) 8 (r, r) 8 (r, r) 8 (G, G) p,q P q P q 
accordingly, 
In a similar way, 
L' p,q 
<G GIB Ir r> p,q 
M' p,q 
- <G r Iv Ir G> p,q 
L p,q 
<G Glv Ir r> p,q 
M p,q 
(4-36a) 
(4-36b) 
(4-37a) 
(4-37b) 
because of· (4-32) and (4-35), or alternatively, using (4-34): 
B' p,r 
+' 
= b b' p,r p,r 
* + * + 
= (8 {G,r)b + 8 (r,r)b ) {8 (G,G)b G + 8 (r,G)b ) p p,G P p,r P p, P p,r 
- 0 + 
B p,r 
o + o + b+ b p,r p,G 
(4-38) 
r 
.-
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4.4 Ground-State Energy 
From the derivation shown in Sec. 4.2, one can see that as far 
as (2-11) is concerned, (4-2) is its equivalent counterpart in the 
second quantization representation (cf. not the approximate second 
quantization method). If one does not want to follow Bogoliubov's 
method, the energy operator in (4-2) is always the starting point . 
It may be treated by Feynman diagrams, Green's function or other 
appropriate techniques which are beyond the scope of the present study 0 
As long as (4-25), instead of (4-2) lS used, it can be assured that 
the discussion is within the scheme of the approximate second 
quantization method. Moreover, one can see that in order to derlve 
(4-25) from (4-2), several unique procedures such as (4-3) and (4-15) 
have to be introduced. Accordinly, the treatment developed by 
Bogoliubov, Tyablikov and Agranovitch is essentially different from 
that developed by Frenkel, Davydov and Craig. 
Nevertheless, these two treatments are internally consistent 
among themselves. This can be seen that, on the one hand (4-25) is 
the energy operator for the exciton problem by the approximate 
second quantization method; the diagonalized energy operator is glven 
. + . In (4-27) in which the last term, i.e. L E. Ak . Ak . , glves the 
k . l ,l ,l ,l 
excitation energy in terms of new pseudo-particle operators, A+ and A 
which have had both the Bogoliubov's unitary transformation and 
Bogoliubov-Tyablikov canonical transformation applied. The new 
operators do not diagonalize the total energy of a system that is 
excited but they do minimize the energy of the ground state . On the 
other hand, by the perturbation method, the energy operator must take 
the form as, 
H = 
with 
H 
P 
+ ~ L 
p,q 
v p,q (4-39) 
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= I p,q L: p,q (4-39a) 
for the case of h = 1 in the co-ordinate representation. Mr had 
been defined in (2-21) and the factor G is called the dipole-dipole 
lattice sum (see Ref . 3, pp.54, 59). One of the advantages of this 
, h ' that30 ,3lby 'h Frenkel-Davydov-Cralg sc erne lS expresslng t e energy 
operator as (4-39), it can concentrate primarily on the perturbation 
caused by the intermolecular interaction rather than on the solution 
of the many body problems or of the interaction between electron and 
electromagnetic field in the molecular crystal. 
There is a difference of the ground state energy between these 
two treatments which can be seen in the final expressions of eigen-
values. In the perturbation method, it is known that EG (see (2-4 
and (2-l4b)), the ground state energy, is used as a reference energy 
and the excitation spectrum is read off from this ground state 
energy. In other words, the crystal ground state is always the 
, b ' b ' 25 h ' f h exclton vacuum state. It has een pOlnted y Cralg, t at l t e 
perturbation method ground state is corrected for van der Waals 
interaction, it too contains the second-order term, i.e. virtual 
excitation, and this correction amounts to the correction terms, 
l . e. , L: E , lv, 12 
ki l l 
In the approximate second quantization method 
ground state. Of course, the correction term, -L: Ek' lv, 12, lS 
k ' l l 7 l 
small as can be seen by the expression (3-13) and (3-14): 
< 1 - Nil > = < N' > 
+ 
= < B B > (4-40) 
* + * + 
= < L: (U , A + V , A )L: (U , A +V A ) > 
h , hl p,r hl p,r h ' hl p,r hi P,r ,l ,l 
in which the notation, < >r means taking an average value over 
the whole lattice. Because of the assumptions that the average 
excitation is extremely s~all and the operators, A+ and A, are those 
of diagonal1zed ones, 1t follows that see Ref. 11, p.113); 
< 1 
-
Nil '> 
+ + 
< A A > p, r p,r 
• 
< A+ A p,r' p,r ,. 
+ 
< A A ;; p,r p,r 
and 
< 1 - Nil > = 
= 
0 
= < A p ,r ' 
= N ' p,r 
N+ + 1 
L 
h,i 
L 
h,i 
p,r 
A > p,r 
+ L 
h,i 
= 0 
( 4-41) 
+ 
+ 
for this quantity to be small and because of (3-23), the condition 
L Ivh .1
2 
« 1 
hi ]. 
(4-42) 
must be satisfied. Consequently, -L 
+ 
compared with Hand L E . Ak . Ak . . 
h,ki 
E. I Vh . 12 must be small ]. ]. 
o k i]. ' 1 ,1 
Although the correction term, - L E . Ivh . 12 , is small, it does k . ]. 1 
,1 11 14 
contribute to the ground state energy because ' of (3-26). It 
h b · dIS h .. d as een 1nterprete as t e zero-po1nt exc1ton energy ue to van 
der Waals interaction. In other words, the crystal ground state is 
not necessarily the exciton vacuum state because even in the ground 
state, there are some excitons as pointed out by Hopfield6and 
Anderson . 16 However, in view of the subscripts, k, in - L E. Iv. 12 , 
k . 1 1 ,1 
this term affects al l states to the same extent throughout and so 
does not vary any calculation of spectroscopic intervals such as 
the Oavydov splittings . Probably because of this reason, in some 
treatments (see for example, Ref. 4, p.128), the excitation energy 
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of the molecular crystal 1n the approximate second quantization 
method is also read from the vacuum state so that, 
L E.l vh .1
2 L Ei + H = H + Ak . Ak . 0 k,h,i 1 ,1 k,i ,1 ,1 
(4-43) 
L + H - H .::: E . Ak . Ak . 0 k,i 1 ,1 ,1 
CHAPTER 5 
Second Comparison Between the Two Representatlons 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a theoretical comparison has been made 
between the co-ordinate representation and the occupation number 
representation. It is shown that, although the starting pOlnt for 
these two representations, i.e., (2-1) and (4-2) respectively, 
may be unitary equivalent, the results after derivation, i.e., 
(4-39) and (4-26) respectively, are not so related because the latter 
is derived within the scheme of the approximate second quantization 
method which is essentially different with the perturbation method. 
It would be of interest to see how much difference there would be 
numerically between these two representations. 
The numerical comparison has been rarely done. When the 
theoretical formulation was discussed by Agranovitch7in 1959, a 
calculation
8
based on the approximate second quantization method was 
made on the second transition of crystalline anthrancene and 
comparing with that made by Craig and Hobbins. 2 Later a new 
calculation using an infinite chain of 3-level molecules as a mode l 
was attempted by Hoffmann,lOcomparing with that from a perturbatlon 
treatment. The results of these two comparisons are contrary to 
each other, in that the former was shown in considerable disagreement 
whlle the latter was claimed to be in good agreement. From then on, 
there is an increased interest in using the approximate second 
quantlzation method to deal with the exciton problem in molecular 
crystals. But all these treatments are devoted to theoretical 
dlscussion without actual evaluations. 
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-
Also, it is interesting to note that In any case (3-20), should 
be the starting point in principle, but in most cases replacement of 
(3 -26) by (3-36) is taken for granted. In fact, In some discusslons, 
Eq. (3-36) lS considered as the equivalent counterpart of (2-17) and 
thus a one-to-one correspondence is assumed without dealing with 
the complexities shown in the previous chapter. : 
From the above discussion, one can see that not only are the 
actual calculations very scant, but also some of the theoretical 
formulation and the way to make a comparison between the two 
representations are rather confusing. The object of this chapter 
is to discuss and point out where these confusions have arisen. 
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5.2 Previous Work 
The Oavydov splitting can be found by solving the Tyablikov 
equation ln (3-33) . For the case of h = 2, the Tyablikov equation 
can be rearranged to 
r-
6w+O+Lll - E 
become, 
L12 
6w+O+Lll + E 
L12 
6w+O+L - E 22 
-
L12 
6W+O+L22 + E 
-
(5-1) 
By denoting whi = Uhi + Vhi ' one would then obtain, 
r-- -
= 0 
-
(5-2 ) 
After some arrangement, the eigenvalues can be found as, 
(5-3 ) 
with the Oavydov splitting as, 
(5-4) 
For the second transition of crystalline anthracene, one can 
substitute the value of Craig and Hobbins into (5-4) to yield, 
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= 0 
!:::.w + D + 
!:::.E 
= (2.3)2 
40000 
= 13300 
1382 = 7300 
-1 
cm 
-1 
cm 
-1 
cm 
(5-5 ) 
ln which 2.3 is the transition moment and 1382 is the lattice sum 
for the inequivalent long aX1S interaction (see Ref. 2) the Davydov 
splitting is found as 13300 cm- l This value is different from that 
2 -1 
obtained from the perturbation method, 1.e., 14500 cm ,by more 
than one thousand reciprocal centimeters. 
It is interesting to note that Agranovitch8 did not use (5-3) 
directly. Instead he suggested using a procedure of "successive 
approximation" which consists of two steps. Step 1 is the case when 
H3 term in (3-26) is discarded (see Eq. (3-35) to (3-40)) and step 2 
lS that when H3 is included. 8 This procedure is justified as "when 
H3 is absent, the Heitler-London approximation is used" and when it 
lS included, the treatment is termed as that "without Heitler-London" 
approximation. In other words, the use of (3-26) or (3-35) as the 
exciton energy operator is explained as due to the difference of 
working with or without Heitler-London approximation. Let the 
superscripts "HL" and "WHL" denote with and without Heitler-London 
approximation. When i denots A band, the positive sign is used 
u 
and B , mlnus slgn. Following Agranovitch and Davydov: 
u 
Step 1 (First approximation) 
HL Vhi = 0 
HL = !:::.wr + Dr + Lll ± L12 E . 1 
( 5-6a) 
(5-6b) 
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so that 
(EHL _ (~w + D») = 
Step 2 (Next approxlmatlon) 
o 
and from the Tyabllkov equations, 
and the ratio: 
WHL ~w + 
V = 
~w 
substltutlng (5-7c) and 
so that 
and 
WHL 
E . = 
l 
WHL 
U. 
l 
= 
D WHL - E . l 
D + WHL E , l 
(5-6c) into 
± (5-6c) 
(5-7a) 
= + ) ( WHL WHL) L12 Uhi + Vhi 
(5-7b) 
WHL (5-7c) U 
(5-7b) , one obtains, 
HL r r 
2 (~w+ D) [E . - ( ~ W + D )] 
l 
(5-8) 
(5-9a) 
(5-9b) 
The Tyabllkov equations are not used dlrectly at all. 
When (5 - 9a) is used for calculation, the Davydov splitting can 
be found from step 2, by substltutlng Craig and Hobblns's value as 
Step 1, to be ~ 13700 - 1 cm It is lnteresting to note that 
Agranovitch did not calculate in thls way: lnstead he assumed that 
the experlmental value "agrees" with EWHL. Using formula (5-9a), 
HL 3 3 -1 he calculated back to get E as 37.xlO and 55.1xlO crn with the 
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-1 
spllttlng value as 18000 cm He then consldered thls value as that 
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of Heltler-London approximatlon In the occupatlon number r epresentatlon 
and compared with that of Cralg and Hobbins as In the co-ordlnate 
representatlon . A conslderable dlsagreement lS thus found. 
10 . h ' . Hoffmann explalned t lS dlsagreement as lnvalldated due to 
Agranovltch 's improper use of Vhl = 0 and Eq . (5-9). He seemed to 
suggest that by uSlng the Tyablikov equation dlrectly, the results 
should be in good agreement. This is not the case as can be seen 
from (5 -5). Moreover, Hoffmann's good agreement is applied in the 
case of one-molecule per unit cell and two-excited states while the 
present disagreement lS that of two-per-cell and one excited state 
only . The two cases are qUlte different. In this connection, one 
can see that the previous claim, i.e . the results of two calculations 
are contrary to each other, is no longer true as their results apply 
to dlfferent cases. In Vlew of the present interest, Hoffmann's 
result will be excluded hereafter and only the Agranovitch's 
calculation will be discussed. 
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5.3 Heltler-London Approxlmatlon 
The remalnlng task lS to discuss the numerlcal difference between 
the approximate second quantizatlon method and the perturbation method . 
The dlfference is quite substantlal as far as the second transltion of 
crystaillne anthracene is concerned. At flrst, It might be interestlng 
to explaln that in the next approximatlon procedure, why the Davydov 
spllttlng should be calculated backward from formula (5-9). Thls way 
of calculatlon may only be valid when it lS assured that EWHL in (5-9) 
is the observed energy. In view of the present dlscussion, it would 
HL be more logical to use Craig and Hobbins's value as E and calculate 
WHL forward to get E ,because by following Agranovitch's reasoning, when 
H3 in (3-26) is dropped, the energy operator becomes (3-35) which lS 
descrlbed as the Heltler-London approximation in the occupation number 
representation, whlle (2-17) is called the Heltler-London approximatlon 
in the co-ordinate representation. Those two representatlons must be 
equivalent as far as the Heitler-London approximatlon is concerned . USlng 
WHL - 1 Craig and Hobblns's value in (5-9) to get E ,one would obtain l3700cm . 
The comparison of those calculated and observed can be shown in Table 1 . 
Table 1. Comparison of Davydov Splittings of 2500~ 
band of Crystalllne Anthracene 
Value Davydov Splitting 
Method -1 (cm ) 
Observed l4500a 
Perturbation method l4600b 
using H-L approx. l3000 c (18000) 
ASQ method uSlng "next" approx. l3700d 
using Tyabllbov Eq. 13300 
a. Ref. 22. b. Ref. 2. 
c. Althougb 18000 cm- l was what Agranovitch obtained, he 
used different observed value. For comparison, the value 
from Ref. 22 is used here and calculated back, followlng 
Agranovltch's method, to get EWHL from (5-9). 
d. Value from Ref. 2 is used as EHL to calculate forward to 
get EWHL from (5-l0a). 
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It lS true that w1th this new procedur e, the d1sagreement 
st1ll eX1sts, but, at least, 1t 1S more cons1stent. As can be seen 
from Table I, the d1sagreement becomes less pronounced . 
Perhaps, Agranovitch's He1tler-London approx1mation has d1fferent 
mean1ngs In d1fferent treatments . In other words, he m1ght refer 
to the treatment 1n (2-17 ) as the He1tler-London approximation in 
the perturbatlon method, whlle that of 3-35) 1S from the approximate 
second quant1zatlon method. This can be supported by the following 
argument : 1t 1S true that the Frenkel-Davydov Cra1g exciton approach 
18,19,20 
to molecular crystals can be called a He1tler-London 
approximatlon because the exc1ton 1n molecular crystal 1S considered 
1n a manner analogous to the He1tler and London theory of diatomic 
systems. But by taklng two excitons such as, 
G G 
cPs = ¢ e •• r r ¢ ..• ¢ •. e ¢N p q (5-10) 
or more, lnto account, the treatment should be analogous to the 
21 incluslon of 10nic character as, in the case of hydrogen molecule: 
+ (tf.-a tf.-a tf.-b tf.-b) E: '+'1 '+'2 + '+'1 '+'2 (5-11) 
1n WhlCh ¢ 1S the hydrogenic wave funct1on, and the first term is 
the atom1C and the second, the 10nlC term . In other words, the 
double - exc1tations 1n (5-10) are taken as analogous to the ion1c 
term 1n (5-11) so that, in the co-ord1nate representat1on, the wave 
functlon of a molecular crystal with the double excitation term 
18 1ncluded, takes the form, 
If' ' = G 
In Wh1Ch 
If' + E: 'I'll 
o 
(5 - 12) 
S « 1 
'¥ 
o 
.-
1 
N 
, 
-J 1 N(N-l) L exp[i(K.R +k.R ~¢r _ -p _ qLl P p,q 
r G 
¢q ~ ¢ s 
(~p) 
(~q) 
It is important to note that the variation parameter,s, would be 
present no matter which representation is being used. In the case 
of hydrogen molecule, its presence seems more logical than that of 
the molecular orbital method in which s = 1, and thus there would 
be as much ionic character as covalent. In the case of molecular 
crystal, its presence seems consistent with the fact that, in 
conditions of low intensity of radiation, two-exciton terms such 
as (5 - 11) are negligible. Perhaps, one might suspect that it should 
be acceptable, if the energy operator in (3-26) is of a perturbation 
type such as , 
(5-13) 
In which 
regardless of which representation is being used as long as the 
variation parameter exists, implicitly or explicitly. However, In 
vlew of the Tyablikov equation in (5-1), where there is M ( = L 
rather than H3 ( - s H2 ) present, one can see that there is not any 
variation parameter existing. It seems that, unless the mean i ng o f 
the Heitler-London approximat i on used by Agranovitch, Davydov is 
18 19 20 different with that used by Heller, Dexter and others, the 
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so-called "without Heitler-London" approximation lS somewhat mis-leading. 
In other words, In the Frenkel-Davydov -Craig method, the treatment 
can also be lmproved by dropplng the Heltler-London restrlctlon as 
shown In (5-12) and when thls lS done, the secular equatlon lS 
certalnly not that of Tyabllkov-type, but perhaps, takes on a form 
and that H3 can be discarded plauslbly and the elgenvalues can be 
found as that of (3-17). 
From the above dlscusslon, one can now go back to reconsider 
the meanlng of the two-exclton terms. Since the derlvation in 
Sec. 4.2 lncludes only the G- and r-th states and does not include 
any others such as the s-th or 2r-th (double excitatlons) states, 
one should recognlze that the meaning of the so-called two-exclton 
terms lS not that of (5-12) in which the Heltler-London restriction 
lS dropped. + + Perhaps, B Band B B could be termed as "virtual" 
or "lnternc.l" two-eXCl ton terms In contrast to the real exci tons 
produced by the external radlatlon. In prlnclple, there should be 
three- or four-{vlrtual) exclton terms from (4-2) withln the accuracy 
of two-particle lnteraction, but they are neglected due to (4-14). 
It should be pOlnted out that the real two-exclton such as (5-10) 
had also been dropped durlng the derlvatlon of the energy operator 
from the procedure of (4-4) in whlch, 
b p,f = L g 
8 g,f)b P p,r 
g runs over G and r-th state only . 
5-14) 
As for the next approximatlon, one lmmediate question is that 
why It lS proposed and used for evaluatlon lnstead of using the 
Tyabllkov equatlon? Does this mean the Tyabllkov equation is 
incorrect? Certalnly thls could not be the case as it has been used 
successfully In the antlferromagnetism calculatlon. In fact, it is 
an lntegral part of the approxlmate second quantlzatlon method 
developed by Bogollubov. Slnce Agranovitch and Davydov dld not give 
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r 
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an explanatlon, the real lntentlon of the next approxlmatlon can only 
be guessed here as they recognlzed lmpllcltly that there are 8 functlons 
appearlng In L and M~ The flrst approxlmatlon refers to the case In 
whlch M lS dropped so that V = 0 and the next approximatlon lS hl 
that In whlch M lS relntroduced as a correctlon If so, because of 
(4-29), M Can not be dropped at all. Accordlngly, (5-7b) can not be 
substltuted by (5-6c) to Yleld (5-8). In fact, from (4-29) and from 
the argument dlscussed above, there should be no such "Heitler-London" 
or flrst approxlmatlon In the approXlmatlon second quantizatlon method 
unless, perhaps, an artlflcial condltlon is lmposed whlch llmlts the 
derlvatlon to the slngle excltatlon only. 
Also, from (5-9), the Davydov spllttlng in the next approximatlon 
may be expressed as, 
2L -
12 
(5-15) 
Comparlng (5-15) wlth 5-4), one can see that there lS no definlte 
relationshlp between Lll and In other words, there is 
~w + D ~~+D+Lll 
no theoretlcal proof that the ratlo of Lll will always be 
f1w+D 
equlvalent to that of Therefo e, the numerlcal results of 
~W+D+Lll 
the next approximatlon do not truly represent that of the Tyabllkov 
equatlon. The Tyabllkov equatlon should be employed in any case. 
Up to the present, only the 2500~ band of crystalline 
anthracene has been chosen for dlscusslon . For thls lntense system, 
th ' 1, 2f . ere lS no need or a correctlon for coupllng with other band 
systems. If the 3800 ~ band system lS chosen, other effects such as 
band-to-band coupllng should be taken lnto account as well as 
23 
electron-exchange and charge-transfer effects, then the situation 
8 lS too compllcated to draw any useful concluslon such as "for a weak 
transltlon, the difference between EWHL and EHL lS not large". 
Although 1t lS true thaL 1f one works on a hypothet1c band, without 
the 1ntens1ty-steal1ng process, w1th band pos1tion and transition 
moment as that of 3800R, the calculated Davydov Spl1tt1ng between 
1 (5-4) and (2 -17) are found to have only a small d1fference because 
of a 1. 
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The d1fference of calculated Davydov Spl1tt1ng between the 
perturbat10n method and the approxlmate second quantization method for 
the varlOUS cornbinatl0n of the tran51tlon moment, band position and 
dlpole-dlpole lnteractl0n sum can be shown from FlgS. 1 to 4. 
-1 In Flg. 1, the dlfference 1n ~erms of wave number (cm ) is plotted 
-1 -2 
agalnst the d1pole-dlpole lnteract10n (cm A ) whlle ln Figs. 2,3 
and 4, the d1fference ln terms of percentage (~ a / 6E ) is plotted 
against the dlpole-d1pole lnteract10n sum, the transition moment and 
the band posltl0n respectively. From those figures, one can see that 
the dlfference of calculated Davydov Spllttlng between the two 
treatments can be great only when the transltlon moment is strong, 
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1 . e. M > 2,0~; perhaps, thlS 15 one of the reasons that the approximate 
second quantlzatlon treatment can only be applled to the weakly 
exc1ted and ground states . When the transltion moment is weak 
o -1 -2 (M<2.0A) or the d1pole-dlpole interactlon lS small (G < 1000 cm A ), 
the dlfference of calculated Davydov Spllttlng lS rather small. It 
mlght be satlsfYlng to state that the perturbatlon method and the 
approXlmate second quant1zatlon method are dlfferent both theoretlcally 
and nurnerlcally . Moreover, the former method lS ln the co-ordlnate 
representatlon while the latter lS ln the occupatlon number 
representat10n and there lS no unltary equivalent relatlonshlp between 
them. In some cases, the nurnerlcal dlfferences are minor while in 
others, great. The use of elther approach 1S to be decided by comparing 
with the experimental value and by recoursing to the particular problem 
studied. 
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splitting and dipole-dipole interaction sum for 
various band position and transition moment. 
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Davydov 'splitting and band position for 
various transition moment and dipole-dipole 
interaction sum. 
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